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5. Improve relationships with SAICE, SAFCEC,
IMESA;
6. Publish 4 newsletters annually;
7. Participation in market related events (IWMSA,
SAICE)
We are already working on delivering a CQA
course at the end of February through TRI
International, and this year our students will be
able to submit their work to GeoAfrica 2017 in
Marrakesh-Morocco. More events are planned and
information will be shared once finalized.

With the year-end fast approaching, we are all
concentrating on getting the last bit of work done
before switching to ?holiday mode: ON?, therefore I
will be very brief in my last Pres Sez for the year.

I wish you and your loved ones a blessed
Christmas and all the best for your festive season.
I am looking forward to seeing you again in 2017.

I would like to thank the GIGSA Committee
2015-2016 who worked hard over the past two
years achieving great results. Although we have
not met our all goals, improvement is important,
and I am sure that GIGSA is now ready to take up
the challenge. I also thank all the GIGSA
members who voted in the 2017-2018 election
recently. I speak under correction, but as far as I
know we had the highest number of votes cast for
this election, which means that GIGSA is on the
right path and the members want to ensure the
right committee is in place. Lastly, I would like to
thank the committee who nominated me as
President for one more term. It has been an honor
representing GIGSA in South Africa and abroad
and I will endeavour to ensure the continued
growth of GIGSA over the next two years,
especially through our younger members and
students as well as delivering top quality events for
our members.

Yours Sincerely
Edoardo

The goals for the 2017-2018 term were discussed
and agree by the Committee and are as follows:
1. 50 students by 2018;
2. 5 academics as individual members by 2018;
3. Host 2 events annually at Universities;
4. Host 3 events annually;
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GEOSYNTHETIC REINFORCEMENT
PROVIDE A SOLUTION FOR AN MSE
STRUCTURES
The construction of a road, between the town of
Ugie and the Langeni Sawmill in the Eastern
Cape Province of South Africa, traversed steep
side slopes and Reinforced Earth® MSE retaining
walls with galvanized steel reinforcing strips were
specified.

Fig 2: Cross section of the solution
In order to ensure internal stability of the
abbreviated MSE mass, the lower reinforcements
needed to be connected to nails driven into the
talus. High tenacity polyester reinforcing straps
were used for this purpose. The nails were
extended to ensure that slip surfaces did not
develop behind and beneath the structure. The
foundation was designed to support the
narrow-based and tied-back TerraLinkTM MSE
structure.

Fig 1: The haul road and excavation for the
MSE
Over a section of the road it was necessary to
construct a temporary haul road across the talus
slope. Environmental controls were such that the
haul road had to be constructed within the
earthworks prism. There was insufficient space to
found a stable MSE structure and an alternative
solution was required.
Fig 3: Polyester straps link the cladding to nail
heads
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Fig 4: Crushed stone backfill
A material that would not damage the straps was required. In addition the backfill needed to fill the
irregularities of the boulder slope around the nails without the need for compaction as well as provide
adequate drainage of the cut slope face. An evenly graded stone backfill met these requirements.

Fig 5: Under construction
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Gundle, a product that will have the required
chemical resistance against the content of the
leachate pond, and could be implemented in a
matters of days.

Geosynthetics Cover solutions offered to
industry
Introduction :
Gundle Geosynthetics, a division of the Gundle
Plastics group, based in Springs, JHB, has been in
operation since 2004. Gundle Group , although still
proudly carrying the name Gundle, was sold by the
company founder, Mr. Clifford Gundle to SASOL
(old AECI ) in the 1980?s and Mr. Gundle has since
had no business interest in the Gundle group .In
1989 the Gundle Plastics Group was bought by its
current owners, the JSE listed Winhold Group.
Since
the
company?s
inception,
Gundle
Geosynthetics has supplied and installed a wide
range of geosynthetic materials across the continent
of Africa to various industries such as mining, waste,
infrastructure and agricultural to name but a few.

70 workmen in full PPE pulling a 10 ton cover by hand
over a lined leachate pond with some leachate in it

The solution meant finding a way to cover a 100m x
100m pond using an appropriate liner, taking in
account the chemical characteristics of the leachate
and the physical placement of the aerators.
Because of the time line involved Gundle could not
offer conventional imported, floating cover products
made from TPO or TPE?s. These products also
require a completely dry and clean site , which was
not possible in this case. Cost of these products
also normally range between R250-R600 p/m2 for
supply and installation.As such, the material decided
on for use, due to its strength, durability and
affordability was HDPE liner. Gundle offered
1000micron
(1.0mm thick) GRIGM13 /
SANS1526; 2015 grade HDPE material, a perfect
solution to meet the Interwaste objectives at a cost
of approximately 40% of the traditional materials.
Interwaste removed the aerators from the leachate
pond and pumped most of the leachate out ,to a
depth of about 50cm. With safety as a number one
priority for the parties involved, workers could then
walk into the pond wearing hazmat waders and
suits. Gundle then brought in rolls of 8m wide, flat
die, 1000 micron smooth HDPE material. From
there, a laborious process of on-going welding on
the side of the facility and carefully pulling the cover
over the site began, by over 70 men.

With the product range and services Gundle offer,
every now and then the company?s customers have
requested ?Covering?services such as: a standard
cover over a leachate pond, a cover capturing
methane gases and preventing rain water from
entering a solid waste facility or simply covering
prepared surface from getting damaged by whatever
elements might arise .
Traditionally, the two main reasons for covering
facilities like leachate ponds will be either to control
bad odours and gases or to prevent rain water from
filling up such a costly facility?s airspace too quickly,
or both of the above.
Recently Gundle had a request from one of its
leading landfill owner clients, Interwaste, regarding
one of their landfills based in Gauteng. One of
Interwastes? leachate ponds started turning
anaerobic and with Interwaste being a business that
is committed to meeting the requests of the
community in which they operate , they needed a
dynamic solution and approached Gundle on the
matter . The goal was clear, the client wanted to
acquire a cost effective, long- term solution from
4
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These ponds of sizes between 20m x 20m to 45m x
45m and between 2m and 4m deep, normally get
covered again with a 1.0mm (1000micron) HDPE
liner that serves as the ? floating cover?. The floating
cover liner is anchored in an second anchor trench
right next to the original bottom layer anchor trench.
Water then gets placed on top of the cover to
ensure an almost 100% gastight seal around the
edges, basically all along the inner slope areas of
the pond. In these installation situations, rain water
is welcomed as it serves the purpose of ballast and
prevents wind from blowing the inflated liner away.
The photo below shows the build-up of methane gas
below the liner that forms a dome in the centre of
the facility where the gases are extracted from. In
this case the yellow and blue pipe and coupling is
connected to the gas build up area. The hight
methane gas build up that comes from the diluted
manure below the floating cover liner gets enhanced
by the black surface of the liner that draws the heat
from the sun and increases the temperature of the
process, increasing the output of the methane gas.
This collected methane gas than get converted into
electricity and either gets used on the farms where
electricity supplies are not always that reliable or
gets sold back into the grid. The income of such a
facility pays for the total cost of project within one
year.

The process didn?t stop until the entire pond was
covered, all within a week with no safety incidents.
The cost was at less than 40% of the cheapest
imported product options that were originally
considered for the project.
The outcome and solution, proved to be a
phenomenal success where the HDPE liner
provided an interim solution so the pond could be
drained, with the leachate sent to a sewage
treatment plant, while also serving as a long term
solution to prevent any possible odours emissions
from the pit for many years All in all ? a floating liner
that carries a 10 year warranty against UV
degradation
that demonstrate forward
and
innovative thinking when client and supplier work
together and come up with smart solutions.

Following the same process of welding liner on the
side of a facility and the pulling it over the facility as
explained in the case study above, but on a much
smaller scale, the Gundle team has done numerous
installations on swine farms where the diluted
manure was extracted from the livestock holding
facilities and then pumped into the already lined
1.5mm ( 1500 micron ) HDPE ponds.

In our third example below we explained ?covers?in
the application of protecting surfaces on sites that
still need to be worked on and not losing productivity
on works already completed. To prevent water
penetration on sites, Gundle has offered some
solutions.
5
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Protecting the surface from elements like rain
damage or sun/wind drying out moisture content on
GCL and CCL layers, Gundle have offered light
weight, medium term solution to this in either
240gms or 380gms or 550gms. The products itself is
a woven reinforced HDPE that is laminated on both
sides with a layer of LLDPE.
The advances of using this product is that it is
lightweight, can be pre manufactured in the factory
and deployed by hand on very light machinery
loading machinery on site. Very large areas can
there for be covered in a matter of hours.
This minimises drying out or rain damage of the
earthworks From recent workshops held in SA
related to capping regulations, it has become clear
the SA market is in need of some solutions in this
field. Some of these innovative ideas shared in this
article by Gundle could in some ways contribute to
the solutions needed in the industry.

The pictures above show where covers were placed
on a landfill to prevent rainwater from entering the
area and filling up airspace. The covers were
removed when the next layer of waste had to be
placed and again the covers were placed on top until
the final capping was due to be installed.
Below is a picture of one of the pre-manufactured
30m x 30m panels used on a site where the cover
was deployed over the days?earthwork preparation,
before liners could be installed.
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Jones & Wagener celebrates 50 years of specialist consulting
Fifty years ago, Jones & Wagener (J&W) founders, Winston Jones and Dr Fritz Wagener, combined
their expertise and skills to establish what has now become an iconic firm of consulting professional
engineers and scientists in South Africa. ?They believed that excellent technical skills coupled with
professionalism and integrity were the key characteristics required for success. That ?belief? has not
changed and today, 50 years on, I certainly believe that Jones & Wagener are still blessed with
extraordinary employees,? says J&W CEO Dr Pierre van der Berg.
Founded on the 1st of November 1966, J&W offered specialist civil engineering consulting services to
the construction, mining and industrial sectors. J&W?s expertise expanded when Dr Peter Day joined in
1979, bringing geotechnical engineering expertise to the company. Day became the first chairperson of
the J&W board and, along with Danie Brink, the first CEO of the company, the two implemented a new
and successful management structure.
Now, half a century on, J&W?s offering includes geotechnical engineering, waste and tailings
engineering, environmental sciences and management, mining infrastructure, environmental
engineering, hydrological and structural engineering specialities. ?Over the years J&W has been
privileged to offer specialist expertise from a remarkable team of people. It is these very people that
made and continue to make J&W a distinguished company with admirable talent,? adds van der Berg.
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Designing with geosynthetics
J&W first started specifying geotextiles in the
1970s to be used as a separation layer in
underdrains of tailings dams. One of the first South
African applications of geomembranes was also in
the 1970s, when phosphor-gypsum tailings dam
extensions near Rustenburg were lined with thin
polyethylene sheets.

updated containment barrier designs for landfills,
along with additional minimum engineering design
requirements. Based on the draft norms and
standards, J&W had, in consultation with several
forward thinking clients, already incorporated the
updated design requirements into a number of
projects. For example, the design for Holfontein
Cell 9 was developed in accordance with the then
draft norms and standards Class A barrier
requirements and was approved in 2012.
Construction of Cell 9 was completed in 2014, in
line with the promulgated barrier requirements.
Similarly, the construction of an extension to an
industrial waste facility in Mpumalanga with Class
A composite barriers was completed in 2015.

A significant milestone for the advance of
geosynthetics in South Africa was the publication
of the Minimum Requirements for Waste Disposal
by Landfill in 1994 by the Department of Water
Affairs and Forestry, which contained design
requirements for lining and capping systems for
both hazardous and general landfills. Since 1994,
J&W has been privileged to be involved in the
design of numerous lined general and hazardous
waste facilities across South Africa and beyond.
Some of the more challenging early projects were
the reconstruction of the failed Bulbul Drive landfill
and the construction of the extensions to the
Shongweni landfill on the steep hillsides of
KwaZulu Natal. These projects highlighted the
danger of only focusing on liner configurations to
provide optimal environmental protection, and
ignoring fundamental geotechnical and shear
interface considerations.
While the lining of landfills for hazardous,
commercial, industrial and municipal wastes
progressed significantly with the introduction and
application of the Minimum Requirements first and
second editions, these standards were not applied
to power generation waste and mining residue
facilities. With the promulgation of the National
Environmental Management: Waste Act (NEMWA)
in 2009, power generation waste was no longer
excluded from the definition of waste in South
Africa. J&W has since designed a number of lined
ash disposal facilities, and undertaken site
supervision and support for these often massive
construction projects.

Holfontein Cell 9 under construction
Prior to 2014, residue stockpiles and residue
deposits from mining activities were excluded from
NEMWA. Exemption for these was removed from
NEMWA in June 2014, as confirmed in February
2016. Regulations promulgated in July 2015 for
residue stockpiles and residue deposits require
that pollution control barriers for these facilities are
defined by the National Norms and Standards for
Disposal of Waste to Landfill. While proposed
amendments to these 2015 Regulations, published
for comment on the 25th of November 2016,
intend changing prescriptive barrier requirements

In August 2013, the National Norms and
Standards for Disposal of Waste to Landfill were
promulgated in terms of NEMWA, including
8
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to applying a risk-based approach, no
amendments are proposed regarding the
requirements for pollution control barrier design by
a registered professional engineer. J&W?s
environmental, waste, tailings, and mining
infrastructure specialists place the company in an
excellent position to undertake integrated
investigations,
environmental
impact
assessments, risk analyses and designs for our
clients?residue stockpiles and residue deposits.

manufacturer. J&W was one of the initial batch of
benefactors to join GIGSA, and has had
continuous representation on the GIGSA
Committee since 1999, including two Presidents.
We encourage our staff and others to become
active GIGSA members, as GIGSA provides many
benefits to the geosynthetics community.
J&W are committed to aligning South African
national standards with international best practice.
J&W representatives sit on key technical
standards committees, such as the geosynthetics
and geotechnical committees. By playing a
leading role in selected working groups, we strive
to enhance the quality of national standards
relevant to our specialisations.

In addition to our waste facility lining expertise,
J&W has considerable experience in the
rehabilitation and capping of various facilities, and
in the lining of dams, sumps, canals and other
infrastructure. We have also undertaken peer
reviews of designs and stability assessments,
investigated a number of liner failures, and made
recommendations for the remediation of
potentially unstable sites and rehabilitation of
failures. The latter highlights the need for
informed, responsible design incorporating
geosynthetics in South Africa.

Looking forward
J&W CEO Dr Pierre van der Berg notes, ?We are
celebrating 50 years of engineering excellence in
South Africa. We are excited about the next 50
years. We are optimistic. Our investment into
advanced technologies and disciplines puts us at
the forefront of our profession.?

Involvement in the geosynthetics community
Building our knowledge base and networks has
always been a key factor in J&W?s success, and
our approach to geosynthetics is no different. J&W
is the only South African owned consulting firm
that belongs to the Geosynthetics Institute (GSI),
based in the United States of America, which
affords us access to results from GSI?s many
research projects, publications and expertise.
Through our GSI membership; library and journal
subscriptions; conference, seminar and webinar

For more information, please contact Jonathan
Shamrock on 011 519 0200.

participation; involvement in GIGSA; and contact
with
reputable
local
and
international
geosynthetics industry players; J&W strives to
remain up to date with developments, and to
encourage skills and growth within the industry.
An example is the recent development of a new
geomembrane liner protection system for a client
together with an international geosynthetics
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WasteCon 2016
WasteCon 2016 Conference Report Back:

In the early years of the conference the papers
primarily covered landfilling related topics.
WasteCon 2016 covered topics including Waste to
Energy, alternative disposal technologies, the
waste economy, the green economy, the circular
economy ? with only about 30% of the papers
concerned with landfilling. This demonstrates how
WasteCon and the waste industry are moving in a
new direction.

Jonathan Shamrock,
WasteCon Organising
Committee Chairman
WasteCon 2016 was the 23rd
WasteCon conference in the
IWMSA?s long history and it
also coincided with the
IWMSA?s 40th anniversary.
One of the pillars of the
organisation is fostering communication between
all members of the waste management industry.
The WasteCon conferences are an opportunity to
network and spread the word about the latest
trends and best practices in the industry. This
year?s event was attended by over 600 people
who were engaged by a strong technical
programme, which featured over 70 papers
presented over the three days, as well as three
excellent workshops held on the Wednesday. The
Conference was further supported by exposure to
over 100 exhibitors housed in indoor and outdoor
exhibition areas and a golf day on the Monday and
technical tour on the Friday, making it a very full
and very busy week.

The Keynote address was delivered by Torben
Kristiansen, vice president for solid waste
management and contaminated sites at consulting
group, COWI. Torben highlighted the history of
waste management in the European Union (EU),
touched on where the EU is heading in the future
and then noted some of the challenges the South
African market faces in within its own journey. He
highlighted that landfilling in South Africa is nearly
20 times cheaper than in most of Europe and that
creates a real barrier to implementing the kinds of
innovative technologies required to facilitate
better, more circular, waste management because
such facilities are capital intensive. South Africa
needs to find a balance between cutting edge
technology and affordable solutions appropriate to
our own circumstances.

The theme of this year?s biennial WasteCon
Conference and exhibition was ?The changing
face of waste management?, touching on the
movement away from a linear, landfill-dominated
mentality to incorporate the more circular
principles of re-use, recycling and resource
recovery. The idea for this theme came from the
significant shift in policy and legislation over recent
years, away from disposal to landfill, to resource
recovery, recycling and recovering energy from
waste. However, in spite of this shift, landfilling is
still the predominant waste management tool in
South Africa and unfortunately there remain a
staggering number of South African landfills which
do not comply with the Minimum Requirements,
regardless of the fact that these documents have
been in place for the last 22 years.

The three workshops held on the Wednesday
afternoon were well attended and provided critical
interaction between the waste management
industry and the regulating authorities.
The Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
Industry Waste Management Plan (IndWMP)
workshops provided a platform for both industry
and government to share their points of view
regarding the compilation of the packaging,
lighting and e-waste IndWMPS as stipulated in
Section 28 of the National Waste Management
Act. A summary of the issue is that industry is
concerned that if funds collected by materials
produced go to the fiscus, then that money might
not find its way back to existing waste
management
mechanisms,
destroying
the
success already achieved industries. An example
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WasteCon 2016
of such success is paper, which has a recycling
rate in South Africa of 66%, making it competitive
with Britain and America. Government?s side of
the argument is that it wants to ensure a more
diverse industry that creates the necessary
opportunities for entrepreneurs so as to facilitate
job creation and transformation.

phase of the EWIT project. The President?s
awards given at the opening ceremony went to
two very deserving candidates. Chief engineer
Kelvin Legge, of the Department of Water and
Sanitation, received the award in recognition of
his contribution towards developing the minimum
requirements for waste management, as well as
for upgrading landfill requirements for barrier
systems which have been promulgated in National
Norms and Standards in terms the Waste Act. An
award was also presented to Prof Linda Godfrey
of the CSIR for her exceptional performance and
substantial contribution towards promoting the
science and practice of waste management in
South Africa. Honorary Fellow awards were
presented to Danie Brink and John Coetzee for
their service to the waste management industry.
This year?s WasteCon once again served as an
important platform for the industry to share ideas
and grow. It challenged IWMSA members to move
out of their comfort zones and embrace change
and the imperative to uplift all players within the
industry.

The IWMSA, together with support from GIGSA,
held a workshop on landfill capping and closure.
This was a rerun of a session held on the 29th
June 2016 in the Central Branch (Gauteng and
surrounding provinces) as it was felt that inputs
should be sought from the wider waste
management community. The workshop session
consisted of three presentations, including a
presentation from Kelvin Legge of the Department
of Water and Sanitation where after a discussion
session was held with attending delegates.
There was general agreement in the workshop,
from mostly private sector waste management
companies, that the waste management industry
requires a Practice Note on landfill capping design
requirements to ensure that a fair and consistent
?set of rules? is available to make financial
provision during the operational phase for capping
closure, with a clear understanding that capping
performance is integrally related to base liner
performance for the polluting period.

Thank you to Frances Ringwood from the
ReSource Magazine for the conference write up
on which this summary is based.

The IWMSA was therefore tasked to request such
a practice note from the competent authority,
which reflects the principles in law and how they
are to be applied in a systems approach.
The third workshop was on the European Union
E-waste implementation Toolkit (EWIT project).
The EWIT workshop was part of the final
dissemination phase of the project; the objective
being to highlight the underpinning methodology
of the project; and to provide an overview of the
final project deliverables through a series of
presentations. The project overview was then
followed by a focused discussion on the potential
additional activities following up from this first
11
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1st GIGSA Honorary Lecture

GIGSA

held its first honoray lecture at Ambrosia Hall, Midrand to honour
individuals who contribute to growth of GIGSA. It did not take the commitee
members more than two minutes to decide that the first tribute should be paid to that
of Ms Kim Barnard.
Kim Barnard was a founding member of GIGSA, served tirelessly on the Committee
for many years, and passed away suddenly in June 2011.
Falk Hedrich was proud to share in this moment as he conveyed the tribute to Kim,
prior to the lecture.
GIGSA would like to honour Kim for serving on the GIGSA commitee so willingly for
so many years and sharing her influence and knowledge in making this chapter of
IGS what it is today.
We are proud to continue this legacy and will uphold all the values that she portrayed
whilst with us.
It was a real privilege to have Kim Barnard?s children, Greg and Lauren, present with
their spouses at this special event.

The first honorary lecture was presented by Garth James on
?Geotextiles in South Africa ? Innovation, Development and Evolution?
The presentation covered the history and development of the geotextile market in
RSA with the first application in 1971. Garth gave some insights into the different geotextile products
past and present listing the manufacturers and suppliers both local and international. He made special
mention of some of the key local and international role players who, through their innovative approach,
contributed tremendously to the development and growth in the application of geotextiles in the civil
engineering industry. Interesting short case studies were presented to illustrate progress in geotextiles
and their applications over the last 45 years.
Special attention was given to the use of geotextiles as filters in large dams in the 1970s and 1980s, a
trend that has sadly dwindled in recent years, but has now gained enough support from ICOLD to review
their Bulletin 55 (1986) on ?Geotextiles as Filters and Transitions in Fill Dams?. The contribution of Mr
Bill Legge and Mr Kelvin Legge, father and son, and both formidable engineers in Water Affairs in South
Africa, were commended.
New, innovative composite products and their different uses were highlighted. More attention to the
functions and design of geotextiles has evolved over recent years and Bob Koerner?s book ?Designing
with Geosynthetics? was recommended.
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GIGSA Committee Election Results
The GIGSA Committee terms runs from November
to November for a period of two years. A request for
nominations to the GIGSA Committee was sent out
by e-mail to nominate committee members for the
term running from November 2016 to November
2018. Nominations closed on the 9 September 2016,
with a total of 16 signed and accepted nominations
received. In terms of the GIGSA Constitution, a
ballot is required as more than 10 nominations were
received. The election was run electronically by IGS
Secretary, Elizabeth Peggs, and her staff. Due to a
problem with a few e-mail addresses, votes by
e-mail were also opened and received between the
11th and 14th of November 2016. The final results
were tallied by the GIGSA Past President and IGS
Secretariat, and the results corresponded.
Based on the votes received, the 10 nominees
elected to the GIGSA Committee for November 2016
to November 2018, in alphabetical order, are as
follows: Andrew Copeland, Charl Cilliers, Colin de
Bruyn, Edoardo Zannoni, Florian Hoertkorn, Gerhard
Coetzer, Irene Inan (née Nyirenda), Johann le Roux,
Johnny Oriokot and Paul Pratt. The following

14

members, in alphabetical order, were unfortunately
not elected to the GIGSA Committee this time: Keith
Mnisi, Melchior Briers, Peter Hardie, Ricardo Sousa,
Tyrone Naidoo and Walter Meyer. However, these
members have been co-opted to serve on the
GIGSA Committee, with the exception of Melchior
Briers, who will be relocating at the end of 2016.
Riva Nortjé has been co-opted to remain as Past
President, following the re-election of Edoardo
Zannoni as President; and Peter Legg has been
co-opted as GIGSA?s IGS representative. Thank you
to all those willing to serve the Geosynthetic Interest
Group of South Africa.
Some interesting statistics: The committee, with
elected and co-opted members, includes 7
consultant representatives, 7 representatives from
suppliers and manufacturers, 2 representatives from
lining installers and 1 business/consultant /contractor
representative. The voting rate was just over 44%,
comparing the number of votes cast versus the
maximum possible number of votes. Thank you to
those members who took the time to vote.
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GEOSYNTHETICS ENGINEERING COURSE
UCT Geosynthetics Engineering Course - CIV5124Z :
24 - 27 October 2016 : Dr. Denis Kalumba
The Geosynthetics Engineering
postgraduate course took place
at SASNEV Centre in Cape
Town, South Africa from 24 to
27 October 2016. It was jointly
organised and run by the
Geotechnical
Engineering
Group of the University of Cape Town and the
Geosynthetics Interest Group of South Africa
(GIGSA).
The course was attended by more than 30
postgraduate students, engineers, geologists,
consultants, installers of geosynthetic materials,
and others from across the country.
Presenters included: Garth James (Technical
Director, Kaytech Engineered Fabrics and Past
President of GIGSA). Alan Parrock (Director, ARQ
Consulting Engineers as well as First President and
Honorary life member of GIGSA), Edoardo Zannoni
(Business Unit Manager, Maccaferri Africa and
President of GIGSA), Richard Emery (Executive
Associate, JG Afrika), Peter Legg (Director, Peter
Legg Consulting Geo-Environmental Engineers and
Past President of GIGSA) and Riva Nortjé (Jones &
Wagener Engineering & Environmental Consultants
and Past President of GIGSA) and Marco Pauselli
(Drennan Maud Geotechnical Engineers and
Engineering Geologists).

system over a concrete water reservoir in Simon?s
Town. Several geosynthetics consulting firms,
manufacturers,
suppliers
and
constructors
sponsored the geosynthetics material and
information used during the course.
The course was well received by all participants.
Below are some of the reviews received them:
?It was really a nice exposure. I learnt lot of new
things in this specific field of Geotechnical
Engineering.?
?Needless to say, the whole flow of the course was
excellent / flawless, if that is a better word.?
?? thank you for the well-orchestrated course last
week on geosynthetic engineering.?
?The course content was very relevant, the
presenters very knowledgeable.?
Course Convenor: Dr Denis Kalumba, Director
of the Geotechnical Engineering Group and
convenor of the Geotechnical Engineering
Programmes at UCT, denis.kalumba@uct.ac.za

The considered topics covered a wide range of
theory and practice of geosynthetics representative
of the current application of these materials in the
country. Specifically, they addressed designing
geosynthetics alternatives to traditional civil
engineering systems for: separation, filtration,
drainage, pavements, walls, basal reinforcements,
erosion control, waste containments, lining for
mines, marine environments, as well as in capping
and rehabilitation. For the postgraduate students,
the course ended with two site tours. The first was
to
Eskom?s
Pinotage
Substation
where
geosynthetics were being installed in an earth
retaining structure. The second was at the
Neptune?s installation of Aquatan?s floating cover
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Course Group Photo

Edoardo Zannoni Lecturing

Alan Parrock Lecturing

Richard Emery Lecturing

EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS
CQA Training Week

GIGSA and TRI Environmental Inc ? CQA Training Week 27th February
? 2nd March 2017
GIGSA in collaboration with TRI Environmental Inc, Austin Texas are planning a
Construction Quality Training Week for all GIGSA members and anyone else that any be
interested. The training week will be run from 27th February to 2nd March 2017 and will
include the following;
1. Liner Integrity Surveys
2. CQA for geosynthetics installations
3. CQA for compacted clay liner and Geosynthetic Clay Liner (GCL) installations
4. Certification Exam: Geosynthetic Certification Institute ? Inspectors
Certification Program (GCI-ICP)
All GIGSA members wishing to write the GCI-ICP certification will be allowed to do so on the
last day and the exam fees to write the exam will be an extra charge to the course
registrations fees and paid directly to GCI.
The CQA training week will facilitated by TRI Environmental presenters as well one local
presenter. Registration, fees and venue details to follow shortly.
For more details on the course outline please refer to the following web links;

http://www.tri-environmental.com/
and
http://www.geosynthetic-institute.org/applications.htm
Should you have any further queries or questions on the above please drop an
email to events@gigsa.org
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TASK FORCE
GIGSA Bursary Progress
Dawie Marx
Since the last update I attended
the 6th European Congress on
Geosynthetics to present a paper
entitled:
Geometric
factors
influencing the optimal position of
geogrid reinforcement. The paper
investigated the effect of a number of factors on the
optimal reinforcement strategy of clay liners
subjected to differential settlement. It was found that
the settlement trough width and shape and the
magnitude of settlement all influenced the optimal
reinforcement strategy. The optimal reinforcement
strategy comprises of the positions in the liner where
geogrids should be placed in combination with the
relative stiffness of reinforcement at the various
positions. Although the magnitude of tensile strain in
the liner changed with liner thickness and
overburden pressure, the reinforcement strategy
was found to remain unaffected.

Furthermore, I also analysed the results of the
bending beam and centrifuge tests conducted earlier
in the year. Bending beam flexural tests were done
on clay beams to study the fracture behaviour of
clay as it distorts. In Figure 1 the shear strain
distribution in one of these beams is shown at an
advanced stage of bending. It was found that the
bending stress-deflection behaviour of the clay is
initially linear, followed by a non-linear segment as
micro-cracks developed and finally the stress either
plateaus or dropped as macro-cracks opened up
(see Figure 2). Based on the behaviour observed in
the bending beam tests, the centrifuge results were
analysed to determine the effect of the geogrid
reinforcement on the behaviour of the liners.
Currently, I am in the final stages of writing up my
dissertation. I would like to thank GIGSA for the
support they have shown over the past year.

Figure 2 - Bending stress-deflection curve of clay
beams in bending

Figure 1 - Shear strain distribution in a clay beam during
a four point bending test
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GIGSA Bursary Progress
Karl Bester
Course Work:
Final Report for 2016

I have up until now completed seven modules of course work and it seems as if I will need to do
one further Geotechnical Course, CIV5122Z ? Advanced Soil Mechanics, and one Elective within
the Civil Engineering Faculty to acquire the required number of coursework credits needed for my
MEng.
The research part of my Masters has certainly not gone to plan this year, and it is somewhat disappointing to have to
report that no physical testing has commenced to date. This is mainly due to delays in completing the construction of
my testing apparatus amongst other uncontrollable factors.
There was however, constructive refinement of the testing apparatus throughout the year, and progress made to the
point where it is a matter of sourcing the most appropriate mechanical-electrical component required, before final
assembly can take place.
I am looking forward to the new year and the opportunities it will present in being able to commence with my testing
and bring me that much closer to producing enlightening results and what is hoped will be valuable research findings.

In conclusion, this past year has been a rewarding, enriching and challenging 12 months, but I have relished the
experience and growth it has given me as an individual. I would like to thank GIGSA for the financial support of my
studies for this academic year and look forward to reporting my research findings to the GIGSA community upon its
completion.
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TASK FORCE
Proposed Amendments

Open for comment to 24 December 2016: Proposed Amendments to Regulations for Residue
Stockpiles and Residue Deposits
The Minister of Environmental Affairs, Boma Edith Edna Molewa, published proposed amendments to the
Regulations regarding the Planning and Management of Residue Stockpiles and Residue Deposits, 2015
in terms of section 69(1)(iA) read with sections 71(2)(a), 72 and 73 of the National Environmental
Management Waste Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008). The proposed amendments can be accessed at

http://www.gov.za/sites/www.gov.za/files/40447_gon1440.pdf

The main aim of the proposed amendments is listed as allowing for the pollution control barrier system
required for residue stockpiles and residue deposits to be determined on a case by case basis, based on
a risk analysis conducted by a competent person. ?Competent person? is defined in the existing
regulations, which are also attached. The proposed amendments to the regulations remove the
requirements for the pollution control barrier to be defined by adherence to the National Norms and
Standards for the Assessment of Waste for Landfill Disposal and the National Norms and Standards for
Disposal of Waste to Landfill.

A number of issues have been raised by GIGSA members regarding the proposed amendments, and
potential impacts thereof. We encourage GIGSA members to review the proposed amendments, and
submit comments if appropriate. Please note that comments must be submitted within 30 days of
publication of the notice in the Gazette, and the notice was published on the 25th of November 2016.
Please see the notice for contacts for the submission of comments.
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Photo Competition

Stabilisation - Bidim & Rockgrid PC
Reinforcement with GlassGrid
By: Robert Jacobs
Kaytech Engineered Fabrics
Awarded: R 1000

Basal Reinforcement at Mashamba
- ParaLink base
Ground Stabilisation at Glentana,
Western Cape Before & After MacGrid EG
By: Olerato Masongwa
Maccaferri Africa
Awarded: R 500

Rockgrid PC reinforcement
Rockgrid PC 100x100kN used as
reinforcement geotextile with a 500 sand
layer, instead of expensive rock fill layer
- on weak, water logged subgrade for a
sports field.
By: Norrin Stone
Kaytech Engineered Fabrics
Awarded: R 250
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Membership Statistics

The GIGSA membership
consist of the following?

categories

still

- Student members, individual members,
- Affiliate members and
- Benefactors.
Tot al M em ber sh ips Per Cat egor y
Total Individual Members

239

Affiliate Members

3

Benefactors

32

The Membership Fees for 2017 are as follows:

Ben ef act or M em ber Com pan ies:

R5 000.00

(Includes 2 Benefactor Individual Memberships. R1 500.00 Marketing fee for new applicants)
Af f iliat e M em ber Com pan ies:

R2 000.00

(Includes 1 Affiliate Individual Membership but excludes IGS Membership)
In dividu al M em ber s:

R 600.00 (Includes IGS Membership)

St u den t M em ber s:

Free (Includes IGS Membership)
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IGS Website Access
IGS
members
have
further exclusive access
to items such as: the
membership
directory,
IGS Journals, training
lectures,
and
much
more. When logged in,
you may enjoy direct access to the IGS Journal
Geosynthetics International. IGS Members will no
longer need to log-in on the Journal?s web page if
they access the journal via IGS site. You may also
gain access to Geotextiles & Geomembranes via
the IGS web site? however, you still need the
required log-in information from the publisher. IGS
is currently working with the publisher to provide
automatic log-in to G&G in the future. Please allow
one week for the publisher to process your society
access.
With the new IGS web site comes a new, more
secure and more effective log-in system. In order
to establish your username and password please
follow these directions:
1.Go to www.geosyntheticssociety.org

3.Click on the red ?Forgot Username/Password?
button in the same area.
4.You will immediately receive an encrypted
password via email to your email address (as listed
in the IGS database).
5.Using your IGS MEMBER NUMBER as your
USER NAME (xxxx) and the PASSWORD provided
via email (carefully copy and paste is the best way
with the computer generated password) please
login to the site.
6. You may create a personal password at any
time after you have logged in by clicking on the
?Change Password? immediately below the log-in
panel.
7.Contact details information update and all other
enquiries.
Should you not know what your log in details (IGS
Number) or require any further assistance with the
website or have any questions regarding your
membership or you would like to update your
contact details, kindly send an email to
secretary@gigsa.org

2.Near the top/left side of the screen there is a
?MEMBERS? field, please type in your username
and password.
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PARENT SOCIETY
IGS
IGS NEWS
The society?s newsletter, IGS News, is published
three times annually and is available on-line to both
members and non-members of the society. If you
have news and information related to the
geosynthetics industry, to share with your colleagues
and members of the IGS, please contact
IGSsec@GeosyntheticsSociety.org.

The 11th International Conference on
Geosynthetics Abstracts Deadline
The Organizing Committee of the 11th International
Conference on Geosynthetics (11ICG) invites all
interested
geotechnical
and
geosynthetics
professionals and academics to submit abstracts.
Abstracts should be submitted online. Extended
versions of selected papers from the 11ICG will be
published in special issues of official IGS Journals,
Geotextiles & Geomembranes and Geosynthetics
International. For detailed information, please visit
the 11ICG conference website. Abstract Submission
Deadline is December 30, 2016
New articles for Geosynthetics International
available online!
These new articles for Geosynthetics International
are available online
The above issue is now available online at:
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/toc/jgein/0/0?ai=ya&ui=30b3&af=T

IGS Appoints Terry-Ann Paulo New
Secretariat Manager
As International Geosynthetics Society (IGS)
members gather in Delhi, India this week for the 6th
Asian Regional Conference on Geosynthetics, they
are meeting the IGS?s new Secretariat Manager:
Terry-Ann Paulo. She takes over the role from Diana
Davis, who has held the position since August 2010
and who is retiring, effective November 18.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
2017-2018

Date

Event/Info

Host

Location

Abstract
Submission
Deadline

27 Feb-2 Mar
2017

CQA Training

GIGSA with TRI

Gauteng, RSA

12-15 Mar
2017

Geotechnical Fronteirs

http://geotechnicalfrontiers.com/

IFAI/ASCE/
NAGS/IGS

Orlando, Florida, USA

28-30 Mar
2017

Jennings Lectures

SAICE Geotech

Jhb, Durban, Cape Town,
RSA

28-30 June
2017

BCRRA

NTUA, Greece

Athens, Greece

15-19 July
2017

PBD-III Vancouver 2017

ICEGE

Vancouver,Canada

13-15 Sept
2017

9th YGE Conference

SAICE Geotech

Durban, KZN, RSA

15-19 Sept
2017

GeoMEast2017

SSIGE

Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt

8-11 Oct 2017 GeoAfrica 2017

IGS Morocco

Marrakesh, Morocco

18-20 Oct
2017

Landfill 2017

IWMSA

Buffelsdraai Landfill,
KZN, RSA

25 March 2017

25-27 Oct
2017

IMESA 2017

IMESA

Emperors Palace,
Gauteng, RSA

6 March 2017

10-14 Sept
2018

Electro Mining 2018

Electro Mining

Nasrec, Gauteng, RSA

16-21 Sept
2018

11 ICG

IGS

Seoul, Korea

http://tri-environmental.com

http://www.geotechnicaldivision.co.za/

http://www.bcrra2017.com/

http://www.pbdiiivancouver.com/

http://www.geotechnicaldivision.co.za/

http://www.geomeast2017.org/

http://geoafrica2017.com/

http://www.iwmsa.co.za/landfill-2017

http://www.imesa.org.za/

https://www.electramining.co.za/

http://www.11icg-seoul.org/

Not Applicable
Closed
Not Applicable

Closed

Closed

To be confirmed

Closed

31 Dec 2016

Not applicable

30 Dec 2016

......have your say on either of our social media platforms....
use these platforms to your advantage,
tell us the topics relating to geosynthetics you or your company could benefit from,
we at GIGSA will try our best to see that your suggestion is answered in full through our
dedicated comittee members
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To the GI GSA fami l y , her e's wi shi ng you a
safe and joyous festi ve season and a
pr osper ous 20 17
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BENEFACTORS

Engineered Linings (Pty) Ltd
www.englining.co.za
PO Box 36614, Chempet, 7442
(T): (021) 551 2430
(F): (021) 552 5928
(E): ct@englining.co.za

Kaytech (Pty) Ltd
www.kaytech.co.za
PO Box 116, Pinetown, 3600
(T): (031) 717 2300
(F): (031) 702 0435
(E): supportptn@kaytech.co.za

Aquatan (Pty) Ltd
www.aquatan.com
PO Box 633, Isando, 1600
(T): (011) 974 5271
(F): (011) 974 4111
(E): aqua@aquatan.com

Fibertex Geotextiles Africa (Pty)
Ltd
www.geotextilesafrica.co.za
PO Box 20., Hammarsdale, 3700
(T): (011) 965 0205
(F): (011) 965 0231
(E): tenders@geotextilesafrica.co.za

SRK Consulting (Pty) Ltd
www.srk.co.za
PO Box 55291, Northlands, 2116
(T): (011) 441 1111
(F): (011) 880 8086
(E): johannesburg@srk.co.za

Jones & Wagener (Pty) Ltd
www.jaws.co.za
PO Box 1434, Rivonia, 2128
(T): (011) 519 0200
(F): (011) 519 0201
(E): post@jaws.co.za

Gundle Geosynthetics (Pty) Ltd
www.gundlegeo.co.za
PO Box 455, Springs, 1560
(T): (011) 813 2180
(F): (011) 813 2189
(E): ggsales@gundleapi.co.za

ARQ Consulting Engineers (Pty)
Ltd
www.arq.co.za
PO Box 76379, Lynnwood Ridge,
0040
(T): (012) 348 6668
(F): (012) 348 6669
(E): arq@arq.co.za

Reinforced Earth (Pty) Ltd
www.recosa.co.za
PO Box 91231, Auckland Park, 2006
(T): (011) 726 6180
(F): (011) 726 5908
(E): resa@recosa.co.za

Maccaferri Africa (Pty) Ltd
www.maccaferri.com/za
PO Box 815, New Germany, 3620
(T): (031) 705 0500
(F): (087) 742 2734
(E): dbna@za.maccaferri.com

Gast (Pty) Ltd
www.gast.co.za
PO Box 9516, Hennopspark, 0046
(T): (012) 660 1616
(F): (012) 660 2093
(E): info@gast.co.za

Fraser Alexander (Pty) Ltd
www.fraseralexander.co.za
PO Box 14700, Witfield, 1467
(T): (011) 929 3600
(F): (011) 397 4607
(E): fainfo@fraseralexander.co.za

Stefanutti Stocks (Pty) Ltd
www.stefanuttistocks.com
PO Box 12394, Aston Manor, 1630
(T): (011) 571 4300
(F): (011) 571 4370
(E): holdings@stefstocks.com

Dura-Line (Pty) Ltd
www.duralinesa.co.za
PO Box 334, Kya Sand, 2163
(T): (011) 708 1659
(F): (011) 708 2192
(E): info_sa@duraline.com

Golder Associates Africa (Pty) Ltd
www.golder.com
PO Box 6001, Halfway House, 1685
(T): (011) 254 4800
(F): (011) 86 582 1561
(E): mail@golder.co.za

Total Terrain Lining Systems (Pty)
Ltd
www.ttls.co.za
PO Box 98317, Sloane Park, 2152
(T): (011) 467 0892
(F): (011) 467 0892
(E): via website

BKV Holdings (Pty) Ltd
www.bkvholdings.com
PO BOX 10994, Stubenvale, 1570
(T): (086) 111 2361
(F): (011) 817 2981
(E): bvermeulen@bkvholdings.com

AKS Lining Systems (Pty) Ltd
www.aks.co.za
PO Box 1066, Cape Gate, 7562
(T): (021) 983 2700
(F): (021) 982 1597
(E): info@aks.co.za

Hefer Plant (Pty) Ltd
www.heferplant.co.za
PO Box 6165, Greenhills, 1767
(T): (011) 412 4302
(F): (011) 692 4068
(E): shawn@heferplant.co.za

Integrated Polypropylene Products
(Pty) Ltd
www.poly-prop.co.za
PO Box 81, New Germany, 3620
(T): (031) 710 4446
(F): (031) 710 4556
(E): via website

Plasti-Weld
www.plastiweld.co.za
45 Golden Dr, Morehill Ext 8, Benoni
1500

Rho-Tech
www.rho-tech.co.za
PO Box 1428, Amanzimtoti, 4125
(T): (031) 914 0966
(F): (031) 914 0968
(E): info@rho-tech.co.za

Geo-X (Pty) Ltd

Knittex (Pty) Ltd
www.multiknit.co.za
15 Mercedes Rd, Randfontein
(T): (011) 692 1658
(E): clientliaison@knittex.co.za

WBHO (Pty) Ltd
www.wbho.co.za
PO Box 531, Bergvlei, 2012
(T): (011) 321 7200
(F): (011) 887 4364
(E): wbho@wbho.co.za

Polyroads Pavements (Pty) Ltd
www.polyroads.com
P.O. Box 1184, Mulbarton 2059
(T): (011) 868 1181
(F): (011) 868 1183
(E): info@polyroads.com

Gilbert Geosynthetics
www.gilbertgeos.co.za
PO Box 226, Umhlali, 4390
(T): (087) 943 8930
(F): (086) 579 4625
(E): info@gilbertgeos.co.za

Spilo (Pty) Ltd
www.spilo.co.za
PO Box 282, Paarl, 7620
(T): (021) 862 6100
(F): (021) 862 9361
(E): sales@spilo.co.za

Beal Consulting (Pty) Ltd
www.beal.co.za
PO Box 71527, Pretoria, 0041
(T): (012) 809 4383
(F): (012) 809 0248
(E): via website

Accuplas Plastic Engineering CC.
93 Hefer St, Rustenburg, 0300
(T): (014) 596 5279
(F): (014) 596 5237
(E): tommie@accuplas.co.za

Knight Piésold (Pty) Ltd
www.knightpiesold.com
PO Box 221, Rivonia, 2128
(T): (011) 806 7111
(F): (011) 806 7100
(E): via website

NGQ Consulting (Pty) Ltd
www.ngqconsult.com
Postnet 182, Private Bag X04,
Sinoville, 0129

(T): (011) 849 9058
(F): (011) 425 3322
(E): sales@plastiweld.co.za

www.geo-x.co.za
Postnet Suite #762, Private Bag X
1007, Lyttelton, 0140
(T): (011) 3140023 / 3140058
(F): (011) 314 0037
(E): geo@geo-x.co.za

(T): 079 875 5691
(E): nadia@ngqconsult.com

